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Abstract

Psychologists are interested in whether friends and couples share similar personalities or not.
However, no statistical models are readily available to test the association between personalities
and social relations in the literature. In this study, we develop a statistical model for analyzing
social network data with the latent personality traits as covariates. Because the model contains a
measurement model for the latent traits and a structural model for the relationship between the
network and latent traits, we discuss it under the general framework of structural equation
modeling (SEM). In our model, the structural relation between the latent variable(s) and the
outcome variable is no longer linear or generalized linear. To obtain model parameter estimates,
we propose to use a two-stage maximum likelihood (ML) procedure. This modeling framework is
evaluated through a simulation study under representative conditions that would be found in
social network data. Its usefulness is then demonstrated through an empirical application to a
college friendship network.

Keywords: social network analysis, personality, latent space model, confirmatory factor
model, nonlinear structural equation modeling, two-stage maximum likelihood approach
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Structural Equation Modeling of Social Networks: Specification, Estimation, and Application

Introduction

Social network analysis is a popular interdisciplinary research topic in statistics, sociology,
political science, and recently psychology (e.g., Hoff et al., 2002; Saul & Filkov, 2007; Schaefer et
al., 2013; Wasserman & Faust, 1994). It is used to assess social structures through connections
between entities/nodes/subjects in a bounded network (e.g., Otte & Rousseau, 2002) and has
substantive applications in many fields. For instance, economists employ network techniques to
address how the social, economic, and technological worlds are connected (Easley & Kleinberg,
2010). Epidemiologists use them to analyze the emergence of infectious diseases, such as the
severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS; Berger et al., 2004). Political scientists focus on how
social networks influence individual’s political preference (Lazer et al., 2010; Ryan, 2011).
Sociologists are interested in the factors that explain the patterns in a social network. For
example, Deana et al. (2017) studied the factors leading to friendship dissolution within a social
network. For psychologists and behavioral scientists, a common goal of a social network analysis
is to conduct behavioral intervention using the information from a network (Maya-Jariego &
Holgado, 2015).

Different methods have been used for analyzing social network data (Hoff et al., 2002;
Hunter & Handcock, 2006; Deana et al., 2017). The exponential random graph model (ERGM),
for instance, is one well-known models for static networks (e.g., Anderson et al., 1999; Frank &
Strauss, 1986), which treats the entire social network as a random variable. It intends to explain
the probability of networks using their local features such as triangle counts and node degrees
(Robins et al., 2007; Snijders et al., 2006; Wasserman & Pattison, 1996). The stochastic
actor-oriented model (SAOM) was proposed for dynamic network analysis (Snijders et al., 2006).
Like an ERGM, it only uses the information of the internal network structures to model the
evolution of a network.

Latent space modeling is another widely used technique for a static network analysis (Hoff
et al., 2002). It investigates pairwise edges in a network by including the latent Euclidean space
for actors in logistic regression models. The existence of edges are independent conditional on the
latent positions. The probability of an edge is a function of both manifest covariates (such as
individual’s characteristics) and the distance between actors in the latent Euclidean space. In the
latent space modeling, the probability of a tie is constrained to decrease as the latent distance
increases, which is based on the principle that similarity drives the formation of a network.
Handcock et al. (2007) extended the model of Hoff et al. (2002) to account for clusters in a
network by allowing for a mixture of normal distributions on latent positions. Sewell & Chen
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(2015) expanded the model to longitudinal networks by linking the dynamics of networks with
the trajectories of latent positions in a Euclidean space. Overall, a latent space model explains
the dependence between actors using the closeness of latent positions and covariates of interests.

In recent years, the network analysis technique is also used in psychometrics to study the
correlations/covariance among variables (Borsboom & Cramer, 2013; Schmittmann et al., 2013),
which is termed as “network psychometrics” in the literature. In network psychometrics, each
variable is treated as a node and the pairwise interactions among variables are represented by
edges (Epskamp et al., 2017). An edge in a variable network is the relation between two nodes
after controlling all other nodes and the edge weight stands for the degree of such relations (e.g.,
Cramer et al., 2010). For instance, an edge could be the partial correlation coefficients between
two variables.

An edge in a social network represents certain social relations such as friendships, common
hobbies, and marriage. These social relations influence individuals’ social development and
adjustment (e.g., Veenstra et al., 2013). Understanding their formation, therefore, can be
particularly important to researchers (Deana et al., 2017). A broad range of actor attributes are
relevant to his/her relationship with others (McPherson et al., 2001). Demographic variables,
such as race, age, gender, and education level, may affect the likelihood of two actors being
friends or romantic partners (McPherson et al., 2001; Rushton & Bons, 2005). In addition,
different types of social spaces have been discussed to explain the existence of clusters in social
networks (Faust, 1988; McFarland & Brown, 1973).

In this study, we focus on a personality factor space formed by individuals’ personality
factor scores. Personality has been shown to affect social relations (e.g., Asendorpf & Wilpers,
1998; Harris & Vazire, 2016). Some studies claimed weak personality similarity between partners
and friends (Watson et al., 2014; Rushton & Bons, 2005). Some others found moderate similarity
between romantic partners in some of the Big Five factors of personality such as “Openness” and
“Conscientiousness” (McCrae et al., 2008; Watson et al., 2000). Asendorpf & Wilpers (1998)
showed that the Big Five personality factors “Extraversion”, “Agreeableness”, and
“Conscientiousness” predict the number of close relations with peers. A recent study by Youyou
et al. (2017) revealed medium to large personality similarities between friends and couples.
Although there are many studies indicating personality similarity between connected dyads,
techniques for statistical inference are lacking for the extent to which they are related to each
other. In addition, previous studies usually focused on dyads with social relations, but
information on dyads without social relations is lacking. Social network data, however, contain
information on both types of dyads, which allow us to conduct better hypothesis testing.

To link social network analysis to psychological research, we developed a new model under
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the framework of structural equation modeling. The model contains both a measurement model
and a structural model. A confirmatory factor model is used to estimate the latent personality
traits (Cattell, 1952), for which data on multiple indicators are collected using the mini-IPIP
scales (Donnellan et al., 2006). A logistic regression model is used to predict the probability of a
connection between pairs of nodes. We consider the new model as an extension of structural
equation modeling. As in most statistical models, conditional independence is assumed for our
model. Specifically, the edges in a social network are conditionally independent given levels of
covariates and latent personality traits.

Since outcomes of the logistic regression are from a network, the predictors should also be
in the form of networks to match their dimensions. To have network predictors, we need to
transform the covariates to nodal covariates measuring characteristics of paired actors. In the
literature, many nodal covariates are computed based on the homophily principle that drives the
formation of a network (McPherson et al., 2001). Hunter et al. (2008) introduced several nodal
covariates for a uni-dimensional manifest variable. For example, for a categorical covariate, one
may define a nodal covariate based on whether two nodal actors belong to the same category or
not. For a continuous covariate, one may make use of a covariate based on objects of analysis. In
our study, we define a new nodal covariate based on (dis)similarity of latent personality traits by
calculating the Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis, 1936).

Because we compute one integrated latent personality score for each pair of actors, the
structural relation between the latent variable(s) and the outcome variable (a network) is no
longer linear or generalized linear. Therefore, we cannot directly apply the widely used
estimation methods, such as the maximum likelihood (ML) and generalized least square
estimation (GLS) methods, for structural equation modeling (SEM) to the newly developed
model. To estimate the model, we propose a two-stage ML estimation procedure. At the first
stage, we fit a confirmatory factor model to extract Thurstone-Thomson “regression” factor
scores. At the second stage, we fit the structural model using the extracted factor scores at the
first stage and obtain the regression coefficient estimates.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. First, we will briefly describe social
networks and latent space modeling. The aim is to introduce terminologies and notations specific
to the field of social network analysis. Then, we will present a latent space model with a factor
structure for social network data and describe a two-stage ML estimation procedure. After that,
a simulation study is conducted to evaluate the performance and an empirical example is used to
demonstrate the application of this model. Finally, we summarize our study and discuss its
limitations and future directions.
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A Brief Introduction to Social Network Analysis

In this section, we will describe some basic terminologies and notations used in social
network analysis (SNA). We will also introduce the latent space model used for network analysis
to provide readers some fundamental knowledge of SNA.

Social networks

In the literature, there are different types of social networks based on the substantive
meaning of ties including a smoking social network (e.g., Schaefer et al., 2013), a friendship social
network (e.g., Miething et al., 2016), and a social media network (e.g., Facebook or Twitter). In
the present study, we will discuss our model in the context of a friendship network. Specifically, a
tie/link/connection in a friendship network represents that the two nodal actors are friends. An
un-directional tie between actors i and j means that they are mutually friends. The directional
tie from i→ j indicates that actor i nominates actor j as his/her friend and actor j does not
choose actor i as his/her friend. In the remainder of this article, we will consider only the
un-directional ties. Extension of our approach to a network with directional ties is
straightforward.

In an un-directional friendship network with N actors, subjects, or participants, let
Y = (yij), i = 1, . . . . . . , N, j = 1, . . . . . . , N be an adjacency matrix. In a dichotomous social
network, yij = 1 if actors i and j are connected, and yij = 0 if they are not, for all i 6= j. Since
we do not allow self-connection, we let yii = 0, for all i = 1, 2, · · · , N . As a consequence, Y is a
symmetric matrix with elements being either 1 or 0. For each actor, we define the degree as the
number of edges that end up on that actor. An actors with larger degree typically is more
important for a social network because the interaction among actors could pass by him/her.
Figure 1 is the adjacency matrix and the graph representation of a network with 10 actors. In
the plot, a gray line represents that the two ending nodes are connected/friends, which is
indicated by “1” in the adjacency matrix. The size of a node corresponds to its degree. The
bigger a node, the larger its degree. From the plot, we notice that the node with ID 9 has the
largest degree, which is 6 based on the adjacency matrix.

One purpose of a social network analysis is to predict how likely two actors are to be
connected based on some external information, i.e., finding variables related to the network. For
a friendship network, demographic variables, such as gender, education, age, and race, might
influence the existence of friendship between actors. For example, if two people are of the same
gender, it may be more likely for them to be friends than if they are not.
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Nodal covariates

In a social network with N actors, a covariate x = (x1, x2, · · · , xN)′ is a N by 1 vector of an
attribute observed for each of the nodes in the network. Because we focus on the dyadic ties in
our present study, we need to define a nodal covariate by integrating the feature of a pair of
actors through a suitably chosen function h(xi, xj) (Hunter et al., 2008). There are different
types of nodal covariates based on both the property of a variable (continuous vs. categorical)
and the specific features of interests.

For a continuous covariate x, the main factor effect is the average of the covariate of two
actors i and j,

hij = h(xi, xj) = xi + xj
2 , (1)

which is used when one wants to investigate the effect of average attributes of two actors on their
friendship. For instance, it could be the average depression levels of two actors.

Another widely used nodal covariate for a continuous covariate is termed as the absolute
difference factor effect,

hij = h(xi, xj) = |xi − xj|, (2)

which describes the similarity or dissimilarity of two actors through the Euclidean distance.
Because the feature of homophily is common in relational data (McPherson et al., 2001), it is
very natural to use this type of nodal covariate in a network analysis.

For a categorical covariate, the nodal factor effect is the effect when both actors forming a
tie are in a particular level of a categorical factor,

hij = h(xi, xj) =


2 if both nodes i and j have the specific factor level

1 if exactly one of i, j has the specified factor level

0 if neither i and j has the specified factor level.

(3)

For example, a nodal factor effect may be a female-female effect or a treatment-treatment effect.

Other types of nodal covariates for categorical data are based are the homophily of
covariates. For uniform homophily effect, the statistic is as follows

hij = h(xi, xj) =

1 if i and j have the same factor level

0 otherwise,
(4)

which is used when the effects of two actors belonging to the same group are the same for all
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groups. In contrast, for the differential homophily, the statistic is defined for specific levels such
as

hij = h(xi, xj) =

1 if both i and j have the specific factor level

0 otherwise.
(5)

For instance, if both actor i and j are males, or in treatment groups, then hij is 1, otherwise, it is
0.

For multi-dimensional latent traits, there are no nodal covariates available yet. Thus, we
would like to introduce the latent factor similarity effect, which measures the overall
high-dimensional nodal similarity using the Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis, 1936),

dij = h(ηi,ηj) =
√

(ηi − ηj)′Φ−1(ηi − ηj), (6)

where ηi and ηj are the vectors of factor scores of actors i and j, and Φ is the population
covariance matrix of latent factors. The Mahalanobis distance is the standardized distance of two
vectors.

Latent space modeling

The latent space model was introduced by Hoff et al. (2002) to model the probability of
dyadic ties in a dichotomous network. Under the latent space model, each individual j is
projected into an unknown position wj = (wj,1, wj,2, · · · , wj,D)′ in the Euclidean space RD. An
intuitive and widely used distance measure for Euclidean space is

dij = |wi −wj| =
√

(wi −wj)′(wi −wj) =

√√√√ D∑
d=1

(wi,k −wj,k)2

for any pair of actors i and j. Given a vector of nodal statistics of interests (for instance, those
defined in Equation (1)-(5)), a latent space model has the following general form,


yij ∼ Bernoulli(pij)

logit(pij) = α + β′hij + γdij

dij = |wi −wj|

(7)

where β and γ are the coefficients of the manifest nodal covariates and the latent distance,
respectively. With P manifest covariates, the symbol hij = (h1,ij, h2,ij, · · · , hP,ij)′ represents the
P × 1 vector of manifest nodal covariates observed on dyads (i, j). When γ > 0, two actors that
are far away from each other in the latent space are more likely to be friends; while with γ < 0,
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the closer of two actors in the latent space, the higher probability for them to be friends while
controlling other nodal covariates.

Because the Euclidean distance is not scaling-invariant by constants, there are infinitely
many pairs of (γ, dij, i, j = 1, · · · , N) with the same quantity γdij and the model is thus not
identifiable. To solve this problem, the latent distance and the log odds are often restricted to
have the same scale. Furthermore, many social networks show the property of homophily, which
states that a network formation is driven by the similarity in actor attributes. Hence, the
coefficient of the latent distance γ is usually set to be −1 as in Hoff et al. (2002). The other
unknowns to be estimated for the latent space model include α, β, and wi’s.

Factor Space as the Latent Space

The purpose of latent space modeling is to model the dependence between actors using a
space of unobserved characteristics. However, the latent space itself is arbitrary and cannot be
interpreted substantively. In the present study, we make the latent space interpretable by
proposing to use the latent personality factor space (Harris & Vazire, 2016). The resulting model
contains two components: a measurement model for the latent traits and a structural model for
the relationship between a network and latent traits. More specifically, the measurement model
is a confirmatory factor model with correlations among factors, which provides information on
latent traits. The structural model is a logistic regression model with both manifest and latent
nodal covariates.

In our social network analysis, three parts of the data are available: X, Y, and Z. With N
actors, the outcome variable Y is an N by N matrix identifying all the edges and actors in a
network. Each column of X contains the data on one covariate. With P covariates, X is a N by
P matrix. The part of data Z are scores of indicators of latent traits. With J indicators, Z is a
N by J matrix and it provides information on the latent traits of interests.

Measurement model (factor model)

Let ηi = (ηi1, · · · , ηiD)′ be a vector of D latent variables and zi = (zi1, · · · , ziJ)′ be a vector
of J indicators. A confirmatory factor model can be expressed as (Cattell, 1952),


zi = Ληi + εi
ηi ∼ MVN(0,Φ)

εi ∼ MVN(0,Ψ),

(8)
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where εi is a J × 1 vector of unique factors associated with case i and it follows a multivariate
normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix Ψ. The factor loading matrix Λ is a
J ×D matrix. Φ is the factor covariance matrix to be estimated. In this model, the unknowns
include individual factor scores {ηi}Ni=1 and model parameters {Λ,Φ,Ψ}. To identify the model,
restrictions are usually posted (e.g., Mulaik, 2009). For instance, as in a standard structural
equation model, it is necessary to set either the first factor loading of each factor or the factor
variances to be 1. In this article, we restrict the first factor loading to be 1 in both simulation
and empirical studies. The purpose of the confirmatory factor analysis is to obtain both model
parameter estimates and the predicted factor scores of each actor, denoted by η̂i, which will be
used in the estimation of the structural model.

Structural model

As in latent space models, the latent personality traits can be used to predict the network.
Since the latent factors are not necessarily orthogonal to each other, we use the Mahalanobis
distance (Equation (6)) as a nodal covariate,

yij ∼ Bernoulli(pij)

logit(pij) = α + β′hij + γ
√

(ηi − ηj)′Φ−1(ηi − ηj)
(9)

where hij is the vector of manifest nodal covariates whose elements are defined by Equation (1)
to Equation (5), and

√
(ηi − ηj)′Φ−1(ηi − ηj) is Mahalanobis distance formed by factor scores.

The association of the Mahalanobis distance and the existence of an edge between actors is
represented by the parameter γ. More generally, we can construct multiple nodal covariates using
the latent factors, denoted as Θij. Then the model can be written in a general form as

logit(pij) = α + β′hij + γ ′Θij

where γ is a vector of coefficients. In addition, coefficients of the observed covariates are
represented by β, and the intercept is α. Because of the involvement of the factor model, we call
our model in Equation (8) and (9) a latent space model with a factor structure.

It is interesting to note that the model is flexible to include various nodal covariates and
latent nodal covariates according to the objects of analysis. As just discussed, Θij could be√

(ηi − ηj)′Φ−1(ηi − ηj), i.e., the Mahalanobis distance of the factor scores of actors i and j,
when one intends to test the overall latent factor similarity effect. A latent nodal covariate could
also be defined for each individual latent factor as in Equation (2). A latent nodal covariate could
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also be ηi+ηj
2 , if the main factor effect of a latent factor (Equation (1)) is of interest. Researchers

are free to test any type of nodal effects by using the corresponding forms of nodal covariates.

Our model is different from a latent space model in several ways. In latent space modeling
(Hoff et al., 2002), the latent nodal covariate dij has a very specific form (Euclidean distance)
and the coefficient γ is fixed to be -1 to make the model identifiable. Both the direction and
magnitude of the effect of the latent distance on the network is fixed. The coefficient γ is,
however, freely estimated in our model, which is more flexible. In addition, the “latent space” in
our model has its substantive meaning. It represents a space formed by latent traits such as the
Big Five personality traits. Figure 2 is a graphical portray of our model with a factor structure.
Note that the latent nodal covariates Θ are defined by latent factors based on research questions.

Same as in latent space modeling, conditional independence is assumed in our newly
developed model. Specifically, the existence of edges between actors are independent with each
other for given levels of nodal covariates. The conditional independence assumption is
theoretically reasonable, because the nodal covariates are actually networks with weighted edges.
The dependence structure nested in the outcome network would be explained by that in the
covariate networks.

Our model consists of both a measurement (i.e., CFA model) and a structural model (i.e.,
logistic model) as in a general structural equation model. However, it also has distinct features
from a traditional SEM model. First, all the variables involved in the model are dyadic. Second,
because a latent nodal covariate Θ is not a linear function of a single latent variable, the
structural model is neither a linear nor a generalized linear function of latent variables.

Model estimation

In SEM, the model implied covariance matrix Σ(θ), a matrix function of model parameters
θ, is usually computed in order to estimate the model. And the model parameter estimates are
obtained by minimizing the discrepancy between Σ(θ) and the sample covariance matrix S.

Since the network is not linearly or generalized linearly related to the latent variable in our
model, it is impossible to derive the model implied covariance matrix as is done for a traditional
SEM model. As a consequence, the widely used ML and generalized least square (GLS)
estimation methods are no longer directly applicable in estimating our model. Since there are
latent variables involved in our model, an expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm is
seemingly useful in estimating our model (Bilmes et al., 1998; Bock & Aitkin, 1981; Ghahramani
et al., 1996). However, the nodal latent covariates in our model are either the sum or difference
of two factor scores. Thus, we are unable to split them using an EM procedure. We, therefore,
turn to a two-stage maximum likelihood (ML) procedure to estimate the model.
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At the first stage, we fit a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) model. The ML estimates of
model parameters of the CFA model (Equation (8)) is obtained by minimizing the following
discrepancy function as in most SEM studies (e.g., Jöreskog, 1967),

FML(θ) = log |Σ(θ)|+ tr(SΣ−1(θ))− log |S| − p (10)

where θ is the collection of the parameters of the CFA model including factor loading matrix Λ,
factor covariance matrix Φ, and residual variances Ψ, Σ(θ) is the model implied covariance
matrix based on a CFA model which is a matrix function of the model parameters, and | · |
indicates the determinant of a matrix. In our current analysis, we consider only common factor
models with no specific factors, and the first factor loading of each factor is restricted to be 1.

In this study, we are interested in how the similarities in individual attributes predict the
existence of social relations. We thus also obtain the predicted factor scores using the
confirmatory factor analysis. In the literature, there are many discussions on the issue of factor
score indeterminacy (Guttman, 1955; Grice, 2001; Mulaik, 1976, 2009). Mathematically, there
are infinitely many groups of (η, ε) satisfying the factor model in Equation (8), depending on
which estimator is used. Among so many estimators, the Thurstone-Thomson “regression”
(Thurstone, 1935) estimator and the Bartlett estimator (Bartlett, 1937) are the two most
commonly used predictors of factor scores. The Thurstone-Thomson “regression” predictor is
obtained by minimizing the following function,

Loss(η) = tr[E(η̂ − η)′(η̂ − η)] (11)

and the resulted “regression” estimator is

η̂ = ΦΛ′Σ−1Z (12)

where Z is the observed data. And the Bartlett factor score estimator (Bartlett, 1937) obtained
by minimizing the loss function for given factor loading matrix Λ and residual variances Ψ,

Loss(η) = (Z−Λη)′Ψ−1(Z−Λη) (13)

and the resulted weighted least square (WLS) estimator is

η̂ = (Λ′Ψ−1Λ)−1Λ′Ψ−1Z (14)

where Z is the observed data.
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When compared against each other, the Bartlett factor score is conditionally unbiased
(Bentler & Yuan, 1997) in the sense that E(η̂|η) = η, and Thurstone-Thomson “regression”
estimator has least deviation from the true score. When the predicted factor score used for
independent variables in linear regression analyses with manifest outcome variables, the
predicted factor score using the “regression” estimator is recommended with unbiased parameter
estimates (Devlieger et al., 2016).

Since our model is not a linear model and an absolute difference score is used for
independent variables, it is not clear which factor score estimation method works better. We,
therefore, conducted a simulation study in which both types of factor scores are used. Based on
the simulation results, the use of the Thurstone-Thomson “regression” estimator results in less
biased parameter estimates in the second-stage estimation. Therefore, it is also recommended in
our analysis. In the remaining part of this article, we will focus on the “regression” factor score,
and it is used in both the simulation and the empirical studies.

At the second stage, we fit a logistic regression model using the predicted factor scores and
estimated factor covariance matrix obtained at the first stage,

yij ∼ Bernoulli(pij)

logit(pij) = α + β′hij + γ
√

(η̂i − η̂j)′Φ̂−1(η̂i − η̂j)
. (15)

The two-stage estimation procedure is conducted in the free statistical software R (R Core Team,
2016).

Simulation Study

In this section, we conduct a simulation study to evaluate the performance of the two-stage
estimation procedure. We focus on how the performance of the two-stage procedure is impacted
by the number of factors, number of indicators per factor, correlations between factors, and
sample sizes. The evaluation focuses on the parameter and standard error estimates.

Simulation design

The latent space model with factor structures defined by Equations (8) and (9) is the data
generating model, where the Mahalanobis distance is used as the latent nodal covariate Θ.

Measurement model. The measurement model is a confirmatory factor model as
described by Equation (8). We consider 2 and 4 factors in the factor model. The number of
indicators per factor is chosen to be 3, 5, 10, and 20, respectively.
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CFA2. Let CFA2 denote a confirmatory factor model with 2 factors. The factor loading

matrix is Λ =
λ 0
0 λ

 with λ = (1, .9, .8)′, λ = (1, .9, .8, .9, 8)′, λ = (1, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9)′,

and λ = (1, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9)′ for models with 3, 5, 10, and

20 indicators per factor, respectively. The factor covariance matrix is set at Φ = .9×
1 r

r 1

 and

the correlation coefficient r takes value 0, .2, and .5, which ranges from no correlation to large
correlation. The reliability of each item, defined as the ratio of the factor explained variance to
the total variance, falls between 0.5 to 0.9.

CFA4. Let CFA4 denote a confirmatory factor model with 4 factors and its factor

loading matrix is Λ =


λ 0 0 0
0 λ 0 0
0 0 λ 0
0 0 0 λ

 with λ = (1, .9, .8)′, λ = (1, .9, .8, .9, 8)′,

λ = (1, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9)′, and
λ = (1, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9, .8, .9)′, respectively for models with 3, 5,

10, and 20 indicators per factor. The factor covariance matrix is set at Φ = .9×


1 0 .2 .5
0 1 .5 .2
.2 .5 1 0
.5 .2 0 1

.
Therefore, we allow the factors to be correlated with each other and the correlation coefficients
range from no correlation to large correlation.

In both CFA2 and CFA4, the covariance matrix of the unique factors is denoted Ψ, which
is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements 1− diag(ΛΦΛ′). Thus, the covariance matrix of the
manifest indicators, which is Σ = ΛΦΛ′ + Ψ, becomes a correlation matrix. By setting the
population values at those values, the ratio of the error variance and total variances of each
indicator, σ

2
ε

σ2
z
, is from 0.1 to 0.5. Equivalently, the reliability of each indicator is in the range

[0.5,0.9].

Structural model. The structural model is a logistic regression model, and we consider
both manifest and latent nodal covariates in the structural model.

Besides the latent traits, we consider two other predictors, which are simulated from a
Bernoulli and a standard normal distribution, respectively. The latent space model with factor
structures aims to predict the probability of yij = 1 from the characteristics of actors. Since the
network data are dyadic, we need to transform the covariates to dyads to match the dimension of
covariates and networks, which is usually based on the specific covariate effects to test. For the
latent nodal covariates Θij, we compute the Mahalanobis distance
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dij =
√

(ηi − ηj)′Φ−1(ηi − ηj), which is the standardized distance of latent vectors and measures
the “closeness” of two actors in the factor space.

The categorical covariate X1 is generated from the Bernoulli distribution-Bernoulli(0.5). To
simulate its effect, we define the uniform homophily statistic based on Equation (4), termed as
h1,ij for actors i and j,

h1,ij =

1 if x1,i = x1,j

0 otherwise.
(16)

The continuous covariate X2 is simulated from the standard normal distribution N(0, 1). To
simulate its effect, we compute the absolute difference factor effect as the nodal covariate
according to Equation (2),

h2,ij = |x2,i − x2,j|, (17)

which is a measure of how similar two actors are in terms of the attribute measured by X2.

The structural model expressed as a logistic model is

logit(pij) = α + β1h1,ij + β2h2,ij + γ
√

(ηi − ηj)′Φ−1(ηi − ηj) (18)

where α, β1, β2, and γ are the coefficients of the model.

The regression coefficients considered here are (α, β1, β2, γ) = (−1, 0.6,−0.2,−0.1), which
are similar to those obtained in the empirical study in the next section.

Sample size . In most social network analysis, the size of networks (i.e., the number of
actors in a network) is not very large (Kolaczyk & Krivitsky, 2015). We evaluate sample sizes of
50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 in the simulation.

In total, there are 4× 3× 6(CFA2) + 4× 1× 6(CFA4) = 96 conditions to evaluate in the
simulation. Under each condition, we generate 1000 data sets and fit the latent space model with
factor structures to them.

Evaluation criteria

We focus on how accurate the parameter estimates and their standard errors are. Three
statistics will be computed: relative bias (Bias), standard error estimates (s̄e), and empirical
standard errors (e.se).

Let θ represent a parameter or its true value. The relative bias is defined as the percent
ratio of the discrepancy between the estimate and the true value with respect to the true value of
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a parameter:

relative biasθ =


θ̄−θ
|θ| × 100% if θ 6= 0

(θ̄ − θ)× 100% otherwise
, (19)

where θ̄ is the average of the estimates in R, which is 1000 in our simulation, successful
replications,

θ̄ = 1
R

R∑
r=1

θ̂r

with θ̂r denoting the parameter estimate in the rth replication.

The standard error estimate is defined as the average of all replicated standard errors,

s̄eθ = 1
1000

1000∑
r=1

ser(θ)

where ser(θ) is the standard error of θ in the rth replication.

With 1000 replications, the empirical standard error (e.se) is defined as

e.seθ =

√√√√ 1
R− 1

R∑
r=1

(θ̂r − θ̄)2

with θ̄ and θ̂r being the same as before. To quantify the accuracy of the standard error estimate
of a parameter θ, its relative discrepancy from the empirical standard error (e.se) is calculated as
follows

Diffθ = s̄eθ − e.seθ
e.seθ

× 100

with s̄eθ and e.seθ being standard error estimates and empirical standard error, respectively. A
Diffθ less than 10% indicates the standard error is estimated accurately (Hoogland & Boomsma,
1998).

Performance of the two-stage estimation procedure

We now present the results on the relative bias, standard error estimates, and empirical
standard errors. Using the two-stage method, the factor model is fit using the ML estimation
method, who can provide in the literature. We thus focus on the parameter estimates of the
structural model.

For each generated data sets, we fit our model to it and parameter estimates were obtained
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using the two-stage procedure described in the previous section. For comparison, we extracted
both the Bartlett factor score and the “regression” factor score at the first stage. Two sets of
parameter estimates were obtained in the second stage using the two types of predicted factor
scores, respectively. Our simulation results show that when the “regression” factor score was
used, the parameter estimates of the logistic model was less biased. In the following, we will
explain the simulation results using the “regression” factor score, which are summarized in
Tables 1-5. The results using Bartlett factor scores are provided in the supplementary materials.

Accuracy of parameter estimates. Based on the relative bias shown in Table 1 to
Table 4, the two-stage procedure worked well in estimating the model parameters when the CFA
model had two latent factors. First, all relative biases in the coefficients estimates of the manifest
nodal covariates (i.e.,β1 and β2), were less than 5% across all conditions even with the size of
networks as small as 50. The relative biases of γ were relatively larger. However, they decreased
as the number of indicators per factor increased from 3 to 20. With 3 indicators per factor, the
relative bias was around 5− 10% with only one exception bolded in the table. With 5 indicators
per factor, it became smaller and was around 5%. When each factor was measured by 10 or 20
indicators, the relative bias of all regression coefficients estimates was less than 5% regardless of
sample sizes.

Second, the relative bias decreased when the sample size increased. However, the degree of
the improvement in parameter estimates is also related to the number of indicators per factor. In
general, the influence of sample size is less when the number of indicators per factor is larger. In
addition, the factor correlations have little influence on parameter estimates. With a correlation
being 0 and a correlation being .5, the results are quite similar.

With 4 latent variables (see Table (5)), the results were similar.

Precision of parameter estimates. The precision of the parameter estimates is
measured by its standard error, whose estimate is represented by s̄e. For comparison, we also
obtained the empirical standard error (e.se), which approximates the true standard error. From
Table 1 to Table 5, we noticed that the s̄es were generally very close to e.ses with the relative
discrepancy (Diff) less than 5%, which indicated that the two-stage procedure can estimate the
standard error well. In addition, the s̄es of the latent nodal covariate coefficient γ were mostly
less than their corresponding e.ses. The reason was that at the second stage, the predicted factor
scores were used and the variation of factor scores cannot be fully accounted in estimating the
regression coefficients. Hence, the standard error estimates obtained by the two-stage procedure
did not account for the uncertainty of factor scores. Consequently, they were smaller than they
should be, which was approximated by the empirical standard errors. However, the discrepancy
between the standard error estimate (s̄e) and the empirical standard errors (e.se) was less than
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5% based on our simulation study.

In summary, the two-stage procedure using the predicted factor score from the “regression”
estimator works well and it provides both accurate parameter estimates and reliable standard
error estimates.

Empirical Study

We now illustrate our model using a set of real data. The data on friendship were collected
from a group of college students from the same major in the same college. In the current study,
data are available from 129 participants, among which 55.04% were females and 44.96% were
males. During the data collection, each student was given a roster of all the students and was
asked to report whether every other student was his/her friends or not. In addition, information
on academic performance was also available, with scores ranging from 18 to 87. The average
academic performance score was 54.99 with the standard deviation 10.94. In the analysis, we
standardized the academic performance scores. Finally, a short form of personality test was used
to measure two personality factors “Extraversion” and “Imagination”, each of which was
measured by 4 items.

Using the data, we investigate the association between covariates –gender, academic
performance, and personalities– and friendships. Specifically, we evaluate whether similarity in
student attributes (such as gender, academic performance, and personalities) can predict the
formation of friendships. To test the gender effect, the uniform homophily statistic is defined as

h1,ij =

1 if actors i and j are of the same gender

0 otherwise.
(20)

For the standardized academic performance score, we test the absolute difference factor effect
with the following nodal statistic,

h2,ij = |scorei − scorej|. (21)

Finally, the personality effect is defined using the Mahalanobis distance of latent
factors–Extraversion and Imagination.

We first obtain the predicted factor scores for latent factors –Extraversion and
Imagination– through a confirmatory factor analysis. The model shown in Figure 3 was found to
fit the personality data well with the chi-squared statistic 22.72 and p-value 0.159 (CFI=0.952
and RMSEA=0.051). The predicted factor scores from the Thurstone-Thomson “regression”
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estimator were then obtained based on the model.

Given the predicted factor scores, the following structural model was estimated,

logit(yij = 1) = β0 + β1h1,ij + β2h2,ij + γ
√

(η̂i − η̂j)′Φ̂−1(η̂i − η̂j),

where η̂i are the predicted factor scores obtained using the Thurstone-Thomson “regression”
estimator for participant i. The parameter estimates were summarized in Table 6. First, the
coefficient β1 for gender was 0.588 with p-value less than 0.001, which was statistically significant
at the significance level 0.05. This result indicates that two students with the same gender were
more likely to be friends when controlling the effect of the academic performance and latent
personality distance. Second, the coefficient β2 for the academic performance score was -0.222
with p-value less than 0.001, indicating a significant effect. Therefore, two students with more
similar academic performances were more likely to become friends when controlling the effect of
gender and the distance in the personality space. The coefficient of the latent distance was 0.004
with the p-value 0.919. Since the coefficient is not significant, it indicates that whether two
students are friends or not does not depend on their personality similarity after controlling the
effect of gender and academic performance.

Discussion and Conclusion

Social network analysis is a technique used to understand the formation of associations
among actors within a network. It is becoming increasingly popular in psychology and social
sciences. Latent space modeling is one of the representative methods for social network analysis.
Latent space modeling is based on the assumption that each actor holds an unknown position in
a latent space. The relation between actors does not only depend on actor’s characteristics, but
also on their relative positions in the latent space. The closer two actors in the latent space, the
more likely for them to be connected in a social network. The latent space itself is arbitrary with
no substantive meaning. Individuals are naturally nested in different types of manifest and latent
spaces including height-weight space, personality space, and intelligence space.

In psychological research, factor models are widely used to study the latent structure of
observed variables and the latent factors usually have substantive meaning. For instance, the
widely used Big Five factor model defines five correlated dimensions for personalities. Each
dimension describes one personality trait. The factor scores represent the strength of personality
in different dimensions, which naturally form a meaningful latent space. Therefore, we propose to
use the latent factor space in our analysis. A confirmatory factor model is adopted to model the
latent factors using data on multiple indicators. Consequently, the resulting model consists of
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both a measurement model and a structural model, similar to structural equation models.

To estimate the model, we proposed a two-stage procedure. At the first stage, we fit the
CFA model. Both the model parameters and the Thurstone-Thomson “regression” factor scores
were extracted. At the second stage, the regression coefficients were obtained. Results from our
simulation study showed that the coefficients of manifest nodal covariates were estimated very
well with ignorable relative bias (< 5%) across all conditions. The estimates of the coefficient of
latent nodal covariates had slightly larger relative bias, but the bias decreased when the number
of indicators per factor and the network size increased. With 5 indicators per factor, the relative
bias was around 5% and with 10 or more indicators per factor, the relative bias was ignorable
(< 5%).

We applied our model in a friendship network analysis. The data on friendships were
collected from a group of college students from the same major in the same college. We used the
information on gender, academic performance scores, and two personality factors to predict the
existence of friendships among students. According to our analysis, students of the same gender
are more likely to be friends than those of different genders, while controlling the academic
performance and personality factors. For college students, similar academic performance
increases the possibility of two students to be friends while both the gender and personality
factor scores are controlled. Similar personalities were not found to be related to the chance for
two students to be friends.

From the simulation results, we observed that the coefficient estimates of the latent nodal
covariates always biased towards zero, which indicated that the coefficient of the latent nodal
covariate was under-estimated. The attenuation is ascribed to use of predicted factor scores in
the second-stage of the analysis. However, the attenuation becomes less severe when the number
of indicators per factor and/or the sample size increases. This is because that when the number
of indicators per factor increases, we have more information on the factor score and less
uncertainty involved in the predicted factor score. We also found that the standard error of the
coefficient estimates of the latent nodal covariate was less than it was supposed to. The reason is
that we used the predicted factor scores at the second stage and the uncertainty of latent factors
was thus ignored in estimating the regression coefficients. Consequently, the obtained standard
error estimates were smaller than if the true factor scores were used. However, the relative
discrepancy of the estimated standard error and the empirical standard error is ignorable (< 5%)
when a factor has five or more indicators.

To estimate our model, Bayesian estimation methods could be useful and potentially work
better especially when a factor is measured by a small number of indicators, for instance less
than 3 indicators per factor. Because of the model complexity, it is very challenging to obtain
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ML estimates using an ordinary EM algorithm. In the literature, variational EM (Han et al.,
2015; Paul & Chen, 2016) and variational Bayesian (Aicher et al., 2014; Airoldi et al., 2008;
Latouche et al., 2011) approaches have been developed for complex network models and they can
provide model parameter estimates using a single optimization procedure. Estimating our model
using variational approaches is thus something worthy investigation in future.

Although a one-stage method can potentially work better than the two-stage method,
conducting a one-stage analysis can be more difficult for applied researchers. Compared to
Bayesian estimation methods, the two-stage ML method is fast and simple, and still provides
consistent parameter estimates. Therefore, it is more pragmatic to be used by applied researchers
without much experience in Bayesian modeling.

Although both the two-stage procedure and potential one-stage procedure are able to
provide consistent parameter estimates, the two types of estimation procedures are distinct from
each other in some aspects. If a one-stage procedure is used, the network information contributes
to the factor score and the factor covariance structure estimates, and the network is actually a
manifest “variable” of latent factors. Using a one-stage estimation method, similarity in
personalities causes social relations. Using the two-stage ML procedure, the network information
is not used in the estimation of the factor model. The similarity in personalities is purely a
predictor of the presence of social relations and a network is the outcome variable. In the
substantive literature, it has been found that similar personalities may make two individuals feel
comfortable and become friends (Youyou et al., 2017). On the other hand, friends may influence
each other in many aspects including personalities. From these two aspects, we would think both
the one-stage and two-stage estimation procedures have their applications in substantive research
and the choice between the two is up to the interpretation of the relation between social relations
and personality similarities.

In the near future, we would like to extend our model in different ways. First, because there
are many factors that may influence the formation of social relations, it is impossible to exhaust
all of them and the conditional independence assumption is thus easily violated in practice. In
order to find an adequate model for given data, it is necessary to develop model selection
procedures and fit indices to aid researcher to do model selection. Second, the current logistic
model is not a causal model and no causal inference could be drawn from it. Theoretically, the
relation between social network and personality traits may be reciprocal. To better understand
their relation, we would like to extend the model to longitudinal social network analysis. Third,
since humans are social actors and they belong to multiple social networks simultaneously (such
as friendship network and social median network), we intend to expand the model for multiplex
network analysis. Fourth, it is worth developing one-stage procedures to estimate the model.
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Table 1
Parameter and standard error estimates of logistic regressions with 2 factors in the CFA model
and each factor has 3 indicators

Parameter r = 0 r = .2 r = .5
N Par True Bias(%) Diff(%) Bias(%) Diff(%) Bias(%) Diff(%)
50 β1 .6 -0.87 2.54 0.00 0.03 -0.49 -0.16

β2 -.2 -1.18 -2.72 -3.01 -3.67 0.39 1.44
γ -.1 8.81 -0.41 8.55 2.11 12.47 -2.31

100 β1 .6 -0.57 1.67 0.33 -4.21 0.19 4.30
β2 -.2 -1.81 0.94 0.07 0.63 -0.12 -0.08
γ -.1 6.00 0.32 6.18 1.04 7.24 -2.47

150 β1 .6 -0.05 1.67 0.26 1.40 -0.42 -1.89
β2 -.2 0.41 -2.27 0.80 -2.26 0.54 0.35
γ -.1 6.14 -2.83 6.13 -2.25 7.75 -0.81

200 β1 .6 0.10 2.31 0.07 -1.62 -0.04 0.80
β2 -.2 -0.20 -0.23 0.15 -2.20 -0.14 1.34
γ -.1 6.67 -6.42 6.25 3.67 6.60 -2.23

250 β1 .6 -0.09 1.22 0.08 -0.84 -0.20 -3.24
β2 -.2 -0.04 -3.10 -0.17 -2.24 -0.14 1.20
γ -.1 5.40 -3.72 5.89 -6.07 7.51 -5.57

300 β1 .6 -0.18 0.77 -0.03 -0.52 0.05 2.31
β2 -.2 -0.39 0.76 0.13 0.93 -0.06 -1.96
γ -.1 5.37 -5.18 5.41 -5.13 6.14 -4.97

Bias means the relative bias, s̄e is the average of standard errors across all replications, e.se is the
empirical standard error, Diff is (s̄e−e.se)

e.se
× 100; a bold number is a relative bias larger above 10%.
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Table 2
Parameter estimates and standard error estimates of logistic regressions with 2 factors in the
CFA model and each factor has 5 indicators

Parameter r = 0 r = .2 r = .5
N Par True Bias(%) Diff(%) Bias(%) Diff(%) Bias(%) Diff(%)
50 β1 .6 1.13 1.46 -0.69 -3.71 -0.58 0.56

β2 -.2 -1.67 -4.54 -3.34 1.25 0.55 -2.75
γ -.1 4.56 3.42 7.07 -6.73 6.50 1.85

100 β1 .6 0.32 3.38 -0.02 -0.34 -0.35 -0.80
β2 -.2 -0.10 -1.60 0.30 1.62 -0.36 -1.19
γ -.1 5.96 -0.12 4.60 -0.45 3.67 -1.71

150 β1 .6 0.52 -0.30 0.49 -3.39 0.33 -2.35
β2 -.2 0.21 4.96 0.14 4.39 0.46 -1.11
γ -.1 5.73 -1.11 5.27 -3.77 5.04 -4.94

200 β1 .6 0.06 -1.19 0.02 -0.42 -0.03 4.02
β2 -.2 -0.44 -1.54 -0.18 -0.47 0.23 2.10
γ -.1 3.77 -2.48 4.84 -3.40 5.02 -8.14

250 β1 .6 -0.14 -1.12 0.07 3.31 0.16 -3.84
β2 -.2 -0.01 -4.03 0.32 0.39 -0.19 -3.25
γ -.1 4.21 -2.39 4.61 -1.71 4.98 -1.90

300 β1 .6 0.11 1.53 -0.12 -1.53 -0.08 1.36
β2 -.2 0.09 0.55 0.09 0.71 0.33 1.46
γ -.1 4.37 -2.86 3.96 -2.67 5.31 -3.52

Bias means the relative bias, s̄e is the average of standard errors across all replications, e.se is the
empirical standard error, Diff is ¯(se−e.se)

e.se
× 100; a bold number is a relative bias larger above 10%.
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Table 3
Parameter estimates and standard error estimates of logistic regressions with 2 factors in the
CFA model and each factor has 10 indicators.

Parameter r = 0 r = .2 r = .5
N Par True Bias(%) Diff(%) Bias(%) Diff(%) Bias(%) Diff(%)
50 β1 .6 0.30 0.15 1.01 -1.34 0.41 -5.24

β2 -.2 0.05 -1.29 -0.29 2.40 -0.97 3.08
γ -.1 6.53 1.60 3.39 -2.26 4.48 -1.01

100 β1 .6 -0.12 2.84 -0.28 2.60 -0.29 0.73
β2 -.2 -1.86 2.37 -0.41 -1.45 -1.07 -1.34
γ -.1 2.61 1.56 2.79 -2.30 3.05 -1.73

150 β1 .6 -0.12 0.29 -0.07 0.50 -0.03 -6.74
β2 -.2 0.42 0.11 -0.45 -2.42 -0.29 -2.45
γ -.1 2.51 -0.32 2.58 -0.15 3.24 -3.24

200 β1 .6 0.17 1.88 0.04 0.34 0.05 -1.76
β2 -.2 0.59 -0.01 -0.01 -1.33 -0.10 1.76
γ -.1 3.31 -1.61 1.18 -1.31 2.82 -1.25

250 β1 .6 0.10 -1.18 -0.12 0.47 -0.08 -0.60
β2 -.2 0.18 -1.62 -0.41 -3.37 0.09 -0.38
γ -.1 1.43 -3.59 3.18 -2.95 3.97 -1.99

300 β1 .6 -0.12 0.81 -0.06 -0.85 0.08 0.93
β2 -.2 -0.26 -2.16 -0.16 -1.02 0.21 0.27
γ -.1 3.16 -2.42 2.56 -0.47 3.48 -1.24

Bias the relative bias, s̄e is the average of standard errors across all replications, e.se is the
empirical standard error, Diff is the ¯(se−e.se)

e.se
× 100; a bold number is a relative bias larger above

10%.
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Table 4
Parameter estimates and standard error estimates of logistic regression with 2 factors in the CFA
model and each factor has 20 indicators.

Parameter r = 0 r = .2 r = .5
N Par True Bias(%) Diff(%) Bias(%) Diff(%) Bias(%) Diff(%)
50 β1 .6 1.23 0.07 1.69 -1.91 1.20 -1.12

β2 -.2 -1.29 2.91 1.26 -3.05 -2.13 -1.29
γ -.1 3.40 0.26 1.30 -0.39 3.65 -5.65

100 β1 .6 0.24 1.60 -0.36 1.04 -0.07 -0.86
β2 -.2 -1.12 1.66 0.46 -2.97 0.32 3.60
γ -.1 1.78 0.60 3.22 -2.08 2.53 0.78

150 β1 .6 -0.43 0.02 -0.05 -0.79 0.08 -0.30
β2 -.2 -0.02 2.36 -0.22 0.91 0.70 0.83
γ -.1 2.18 0.39 2.17 0.18 1.06 -5.56

200 β1 .6 0.02 0.40 -0.01 -0.90 0.15 0.44
β2 -.2 -0.24 5.43 0.20 2.47 -0.04 -2.05
γ -.1 1.11 -2.03 2.55 -2.96 2.68 -4.59

250 β1 .6 0.06 -2.46 0.21 0.85 0.18 0.70
β2 -.2 0.06 2.69 -0.29 -1.29 0.02 -1.42
γ -.1 1.78 -4.66 2.13 -2.67 2.24 -2.20

300 β1 .6 0.02 5.56 -0.23 -1.28 0.10 3.08
β2 -.2 0.26 -1.09 -0.28 -0.07 -0.05 -3.72
γ -.1 1.33 -5.62 1.88 -4.17 2.32 -0.72

Bias means the relative bias, s̄e is the average of standard errors across all replications, e.se is the
empirical standard error, Diff is ¯(se−e.se)

e.se
× 100; a bold number is a relative bias larger above 10%.
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Table 6
Parameter estimates of the relation between friendship and nodal covariates.

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
β0 -1.240 0.0774 -16.704 < 0.001
β1(gender) 0.588 0.053 11.035 < 0.001
β2(score) -0.222 0.030 -6.751 <0.001
γ 0.004 0.035 0.102 0.919
AIC 8879.1
Residual deviance 8871.1 df 8252
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ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
5 0 0 0 1 0 1
6 0 1 0 1 0
7 0 0 0 0
8 0 1 0
9 0 1
10 0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Figure 1 . The top is the adjacency matrix with 10 actors and the bottom is the plot of them.
Each blue node represents an actor and the a gray line means the corresponding two nodes are
connected, which corresponding to “1” in the adjacency matrix. The node is labeled with its
corresponding ID number. The size of a node corresponds to its degree. A bigger size means a
larger degree.
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Gender GPA
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Friendship Network
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Personality Traits

Figure 2 . Path diagram of our model with factor structures. The latent personality traits
contain five correlated latent factors. The manifest covariates include gender, race, GPA, age,
etc. The nodal observed covariates and nodal latent covariates are H and Θ with coefficients γ
and β, respectively.

Figure 3 . Path diagram of the confirmatory factor model used to extract factor scores. The first
factor loading of each factor is restricted to be 1.




